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Abstract - In this research work analysis of astronomical dataset is done for developing strategies for clustering 

datasets, so that more insight and information can be extracted from these datasets. The process of clustering dataset is 

way of organizing the datasets without the supervision of the expert or semi-automatic algorithms. Three approaches 

have showcased in this work using real and synthetic astrophysics data. In the first approach dynamic binning method 

is used to find unknown intervals problems such as red shift. The outcome clearly shows that Knuth dynamic binning is 

best for more information gain as compared to standardized histogram and Bayesian dynamic algorithm. The second 

strategy used in this context was the use of classic kmeans, heuristic kmeans and modified kmeans algorithms for 

astrophysics clustering problems. And the third one was use of combined algorithms to construct machine learning 

model (Support Vector Machine) that can classify celestial objects based on the clustered groups. The outcome of this 

work shows that all the three approaches are relevant and required in context of respective astrophysics problems.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, research initiative by the Google and University 

of Texas brought dividends  when they used data from 

NASA to identify two new exoplanets with help of machine 

learning (Neural Network) algorithms[1]. The algorithm 

produced accuracy as high as 96% inspite of the fact that 

the dataset has high degree of noise. The neural network 

scoured through the dataset that had information of 670 

starts to arrive at discovery of new planets named as kepler 

80 g and kepler 90i. The quest to analysis more kepler data 

is on and the main modus operandi is the use for 

unsupervised learning machine learning algorithms. In 

certain cases, such as pre-labeled data is available, that has 

tangible and easily recognizable celestial body having 

specific characteristic such as brightness etc. And it is 

beyond doubt that all these developments are happing due 

to progress  in the image processing[2]. Therefore, any 

strategy in understanding the  astronomical datasets  can 

never ignore the image processing and the mathematics of 

searching objects in datasets[3]. Astronomy as subject 

cannot make progress unless it adapts and extends methods 

and developments from other fields[4]. 

The availability of the astronomical data is easy now but the 

initiatives to analysis such volumes of data are slow[3][5]. 

This may be attributed to the fact, that raw data requires lot 

of handling before it can give meaningful information. For 

doing research work in astrophysics there are   two possible 

directions, once is Forward Modeling in Astronomy.  It is 

an approach in which model is simulated using existing 

knowledge of system in terms of its environment, physics, 

biology mathematical models etc. or equations. This is 

basically a way of producing simulated data from the inputs 

that can be compared with the actual data.   And the second 

is Inverse Modeling in Astronomy[6], if we have analytical 

data and methods that can measure certain parameters such 

as density of moon from the measurement of its gravity 

field taken using actual instruments. It is called an 

inverse[6] problem because it starts with result dataset and 

tries to identify the reason for such results or outcomes. 

Using these strategies the many researchers have done 

extensive work. The next section, the review section 

discusses the application of such approaches to the 

problems and challenges in astronomy. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

It is no secret that the astronomical datasets are big in 

volume and variety. Due this intrinsic fact the data in 

astronomy normally need to undergo some degree of pre-

processing[7] and dimension reduction[8].  Following are 

the methods by which meaningful information may be 

extracted from the dataset and these are kind of Inverse 

Modeling[9] in Astronomy, where we have existing store of 

raw data and we try to build an information model around 

it. 

The insights provided by the dynamically programmed  

histograms[10][11][12] are important in astronomy, if we 

are analyzing  a large area in the space. They can be useful 

in estimation of multiple parameters, especially when the 

data is dynamic and is changing with arbitrary or unknown 

interval. Choosing right interval period becomes a tradeoff 
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between getting outdated data or having unnecessary 

overhead. Hence, the need to divide the data using some 

binning algorithm is required. These algorithm  divide or 

cluster[13]  the data into separate intervals so that 

periodicity (e.g. periodograms[14],[15],[16][17][18][19]) in 

the data can more be visible or can be estimated and at the 

same time a particular parameter can be studied. These 

methods may also require fitness functions to define an 

optimal binning/sizing  for the data For example , the study 

of the light curves or light intensity[20][21] is  required for 

studying the various characteristics  of the  celestial bodies 

in space.  These light curves[22] helps to compute the  

periodic variability of the body which are depicted with 

help period grams, which is method of clustering the data 

set based on periodicity. 

The second strategy that can be used to get insights from 

the datasets using methods that finds trend lines, hyper 

planes and margins to divide the data for information gain. 

These methods are typically regression methods that are 

further modified to do classification job. For example , the 

estimation of red shifts[23] from the colors of the moving 

space objects such as galaxies and quasars[24] can be done 

using nearest neighbors [25][26][27][27][7]clustering 

algorithm . The clustering algorithms that compute the 

similarity of the objects based on distance are extremely 

useful in solving problems such as redshifts. 

The third strategy that can used to construct engines or 

systems that can identify astronomical  objects based on the 

characteristics is by using combined approach[28]. Initially, 

when the knowledge discovery[29],[30],[31],[32],[33] need 

to be done a clustering method such as K-means may be 

applied for find meaningful clusters. And later,  label this 

clustered data to produce a supervised dataset that can be 

subjected to the machine learning algorithm such as neural 

networks[34].[35],[36],[37][38],[38][39] and support vector 

machines[34]. For example, the authors[40],   did clustering 

process on the Sloan Digital Sky survey data  based on the 

colors intensities that  subtlety helps to  distinguish dwarfs 

from giants even if they are have similar temperature. 

Key Gaps  

After conducting this review, following gaps and challenges 

need to be noted and addressed. 

 There is a need for some degree of preprocessing 

in most the datasets[41],[42] of the astronomy.  

 There is need for characterization of the dataset in 

astronomy datasets as in many cases Aprori 

information is not available. 

 The characterization of the parameters based on 

which the knowledge discovery[31] can be done 

from the astronomical dataset need careful 

formulation and calibration. 

 Neural network[34].[35],[36],[37][38],[38][39] 

may be used for identification of patterns in 

dataset but they may higher degree of overhead as 

compared to probability approaches of knowledge 

discovery. 

III. ASTROPHYSICS PROBLEMS 

UNDERTAKEN 

Estimating the red shifts from the colors of the moving 

celestial bodies is one of the primary tasks that are required 

by the astronomy. The computations of the red shifts can   

be measured with the help of photometry. In most cases the 

red shifts are computed by analyzing the emission spectrum 

at a range of red shifts but recently artificial neural 

networks[34],[35],[36],[37],[38],[38],[39] and probability 

statistics have also been used .This work focuses on the use 

of distance based clustering[43][44] algorithm for 

computing red shifts and also find optimal methods of 

building dynamically bins or segments for more  

information gain. 

The brightness values[40] of celestial bodies  such as 

planets give lot of information about space . By clustering 

such celestial bodies based on brightness in appropriate 

groups many inferences can be found .The is the second 

astrophysics problem, we will be undertaken.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

This section explains the steps taken to develop clustering 

strategies for aforementioned problem and Astroinformatics 

datasets having unknown time intervals. The block diagram 

gives the steps in involved in conducting this work. 

 

 
 

     Figure 1: Flow of Work  

Determining how many bins/intervals a histogram should 

have is an estimation non-parametric statistics problem. 

And by definition bin size can be defined as group, class, 

category or an interval to sort the data. In more general 

sense, histogram is a function that counts the number of 

observations in each disjoint category. And defining the 

length of this disjoint set is main challenge. However, there 

are mainly three possibilities ways by which the clustering 

astrophysics data can be done in context of our problem.  

These include the dynamic programming or binning 

methods, distance based clustering and third one is the 

hybrid method of clustering. The next section gives 

1 
•Data Collection  

•Data Preprocessing  

2 

•Unsupervised Learning modeling  

•Dynamic Binning  

•Grouping as per Clusters discoved   

3 

•Supervised Learning Modeling  

•Combine Unsupervised and Supervised Learning Model  

•Support Vector Machines etc  
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information on all of these types of clustering the data 

having unknown time interval. 

1. Dynamic Binning, in many cases, the astrophysics 

data interval length is not properly known and there 

are fair chances that loss of information may happen 

while understanding the time series [45],[46],[47][48]. 

Hence, the need to finding appropriate method for 

dividing or clustering the data into intervals. In such 

cases the dataset is sensitive to noise also . An 

addition of some noise or artifact in the image single 

can lead to misrepresentation of the time series data 

sets .Previous methods have used either standardized 

or fixed intervals to divide the data. But the 

contemporary methods use fitness function(s) to 

divide the dataset into more meaningful bins. The 

Knuth method uses estimation of density of 

parameters in the astrophysics dataset. This algorithm 

is useful in cases where capturing the various density 

estimations is paramount and in case the dataset is 

small and have some degree of “Aprori” information 

for finding the bin size the Bayesian block method can 

be used.  However, the generalized form of both 

algorithms is as follows. 

Generalized Pseudo Logic  (Knuth 

&Bayesian) :  

 

bin_size = x  ;fitness_error= 0;error_tolerance 

= 0.2;rate_change= 

0.1max_iteration_allowed=0 ; 

for i= 0   to max_iteration_allowed 

for i=1:r  

 for j= 1:c  

 Get Default Bin Size  

 Segregate Data as per Default bin size , 

 Compute /Measure goodness of fitness 

(RMS, MISE) 

 Find fitness_error 

 If fitness_error< error _tolerance  

    Accept new_bin_size = bin_size 

 Segregate Data as per new_bin_size; 

 else 

  bin_size = = bin_size+rate_change 

end if  

end 

end 

 

The optimal bin size is found by using iterative method 

.The algorithm require initial default values of bin size , 

allowable/tolerance  error that can give optimal bin size 

when fitting function is executed . Other than these, it also 

needs the rate at which the algorithm must change (rate of 

change) in attempt to find optimal bin size. Mean Integrated 

Square Error is found to finally arrive at the decision to 

accept or reject the new or optimized bin size. 

 

 
Figure 2: Dynamic Histogram method of Segmentation 

Output Comparison 

Interpretation of the Graphs: These graph shows that the 

Knuth algorithm makes a narrow histograms and Bayesian 

algorithm makes wider interval histograms. And both these 

are giving better information representation with respect to 

the standard histograms methods .It is apparent from the 

above histograms that the Knuth algorithm for   works well 

whenever , there is a need to find variability of the data. 

The variability in the astronomical dataset is typical 

characteristics. But the Bayesian or Probability approach 

divides the dataset better in case the analysis is quantitative 

in nature as it is able to represent all the features of the 

underlying data. This may be attributed to the fact that the 

standard histogram method used mean and variance 

statistics for segregating the datasets whereas the Knuth and 

Bayesian method use fitness function to make various 

segments of the data. Both these methods are promising 

method that can be utilized in astronomy in context of 

unsupervised machine learning approaches to handle data. 

 

2. Distance based Clustering:  K-means and Nearest 

Neighbor are most used clustering method for 

segmenting the dataset in astronomy. This is because 

the Kmeans algorithm provides invariant data and 

reduced size of the data similar to the PCA method 

besides providing the group of similar objects. In 

astronomy the objects in space can be groups based on 

size, brightness, luminance, density, frequency, 

spectrum characteristics and many other factors. 

However, all both these algorithm may require fine 

tuning and parameterization to be accurate enough. In 

certain cases there might be need for Hierarchical 

Clustering to arrive at conclusive decision in 

identification of objects in astrophysics data.  The 

implementation of the heuristic Kmeans and modified 

k-means show that by modifying (reducing) the 

number of clusters parameter we can fine tune the  

distance based clustering algorithm to suit astronomy 

data conditions. 
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The speed of the algorithm is computed using ration of the 

Running Time Of Conventional Kmeans/ Running Time of 

Heuristic Kmeans. The dataset size was varied to evaluate 

the algorithm. 

 
 

Figure 3: Speed Up Analysis of Kmean Clustering Algorithm 

Interpretation of Graphs: One of the major requirements 

in astronomy is group similar objects having small 

discriminant or difference in their features. And algorithms 

such as K-means need to perform „n x k‟ distance 

computations. If the datasets consists of n points  having 

„k‟clusters. To avoid such huge overhead for computing 

similar objects, A new combinational approach can be 

applied as it would help to reduce the overall overhead by 

decreasing the number cluster it has to iterate. The logic 

comes from the empirical outcomes from the various  

simulations that the data points have predisposition to go to 

collections that are  closer in the preceding iteration of the 

distance based clustering algorithms such as Kmeans and 

Nearest Neighbor Algorithms. This approach shows that the 

accuracy of the clustering algorithm is not affected and at 

the same time the processing huge astrophysics dataset can 

be done properly 

3. Strategy III 

Combining Clustering and Classification:  In cases, 

where the data has lots of  insights but they need to be 

discovered. In cases where the expertise to group the data 

are not available or there the volume of dataset is huge 

there is a need to work with strategy III. The advantage is 

the discovered insights can be labeled intelligently and later 

this data can be used to construct supervised learning 

model. 

Number of 

Clusters  

Kmeans Speed Up  Heuristic Kmeans 

Speed Up  

50 9.5 3 

40 10.00 2.12 

20 9.100 2.211 

10 11.1 2.000 

Table 1: Speed up Comparison 

 

However it must be noted that this strategy works well, 

especially when the accuracy of the clustering algorithms is 

almost hundred percent in terms of true positives and false 

negatives. In such cases, the data set after the clustering can 

be labeled or marked with category/group/class. And a 

supervised machine learning algorithm may be applied to 

build a fully automated system that used this approach.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Combination Approach for Knowledge 

Discovery in Astronomy 

 

The use of neural networks and other algorithms related to 

deep learning have lot of advantages, if the organization or 

research has lot of computation resources at his or disposal. 

But, for armature or for academic study the support vector 

machine kernel functions can come handy. As mentioned in 

the above section the output from the clustering algorithm 

can be subjected to classification algorithm for making it an 

automated system . The figure 5 shows the output  of the 

SVM algorithm applied to a simulated astrophysics dataset 

having brightness values of celestial bodies  such as planets. 

 
   Figure 5:  Support Vector Machine 

Interpretation of Graphs: Based on the data sets in the 

astrophysics it was found that linear SVM is less disposed 

to over fitting than non-linear kernel methods. And 

typically, if we have really large compared to the training 

sample, linear kernel produces data learned from the 

grouped have wide margins and if the numbers of features 

are relatively less in number but the training sample is 
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large, we may require to move to non-linear kernels such as 

radial basis or polynomial kernels. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this work a time series clustering problem is undertaken 

to drive insights from the data. The initial step is to find the 

way the data is represented. How is the time frame defined 

and on what logic. Do we have some prototype to represent 

the cluster or the group. After finding answers to all these 

question an intuitive clustering approach can be built. The 

problem however, in our context was that the time series 

data does not have fixed or defined time period. The time 

interval needs to predicted from the data pattern itself. 

Hence , finding patterns in the dataset or  segmenting into 

meaningful information bytes   or doing  parameterized 

statistical clustering  or even grouping the similar object to 

arrive at some  inference is focus of this paper. One of the 

pressing problems in astrophysics is analysis of the 

brightness properties of the celestial. The problem become 

complex when these bodies are in motion and it is hard to 

define the time interval based on which some inference can 

be found and verified.    

In this paper we are analyzing the brightness of the celestial 

bodies to group them using combined / hybrid method of 

clustering .It was also assumed that data points within a 

particular time frame can be treated just like an image 

signal. An image that has multiple bright spots having good 

variation. It was found in the preliminary observation that 

although the   classical  histogram analysis can help  in 

finding good information about the data but still lot of 

insights and information remain hidden dues to the 

inadequacies of the standard method. Moreover, in standard 

histogram method the time interval is known and is 

normally constant for the said dataset. But, when the time 

interval is unknown Dynamic Binning as mentioned earlier 

in the paper performs well. The Knuth and Bayesian 

methods works quite well as per the outcomes of this work. 

Experiments with the Kmeans and Nearest Neighbor also 

show that these algorithms can be employed to astrophysics 

problems. But, the fine tuning of the k-means for 

astrophysics problems give better results as it is able to 

handle more clusters as compared to the conventional 

Kmeans. The last but not the least , from the interpretation 

of the graphs of the application of SVM on the clustered 

data also show that Support Vector Machine Linear 

function is also useful for astrophysics classification 

problems .  

VI. CONCLUSION 

From this research work it is thoroughly clear that the 

cluster analysis depends upon the type of Data types of the 

variables involved. An astronomical dataset have values 

that are binary, nominal, ordinal or may be ratio scaled or 

type data variables. Each type requires a pretreatment 

before it can be subjected to the cluster analysis. However, 

the process followed here was to find subtypes or groups 

that are not defined a priori based measurement. In this 

article, we conducted a survey of relevant possible 

clustering methods that can work on the astronomical 

datasets. The progress in this context try to seeks various 

combinations of measurements and errors such as positions 

of celestial bodies, chemical abundances magnitudes, radial 

velocities, stellar parameters, metallicities etc. And it was 

found that, different measurements require different 

strategies for extracting meaningful information.  

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In this research work, we have done an explorative study to 

find which strategy works well the dataset of astrophysics 

problems. The approach used here can also be called 

“Predictive Clustering Approach” because the clustering is 

done to predictive various types of groups as the unknown 

time interval. This work can be further improved by 

employing such approach on other problems of astrophysics 

where certain pattern or insight need to first discovered and 

then later a supervised machine learning needs to be done. 

However, two things need to be taken care in future work. 

First, training and modeling a classifier on cluster analysis 

output means that by scheme or design the "groups or 

classes" are separable and overlapping is less. Validation 

need to done in a general way that it validates each steps 

properly. 
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